I got my period two months ago and have been secretly stealing my mom’s
tampons. How do I tell her that I have my period?
Starting your period is a normal part of growing up, and I am sure that your mom would want to know. It is
nothing to be embarrassed about or feel the need to hide. It’s just life! It is important to share these moments with
your mom or an older sister or cousin if you have one.
If you have been secretly stealing her tampons, she probably already knows that you have started your period
and is waiting for you to tell her. Often, it is a good idea to share with your mom because she can give good advice. Sometimes girls have heavy bleeding or pain during their periods and need their mom’s help. Believe me,
mothers usually know best! I would suggest the next time your period starts, you call your mom to the bathroom, and say “I got the flow” or “It’s that time of the month.” No matter how or when you choose to tell her,
Nia Thompson, M.D. allow her to be a part of your growing up.

I started having vaginal discharge a few months ago and have worn folded
toilet paper in my underwear since then. Does this ever stop? I don’t
want to always have to wear something in my underwear.
Many women will have a small amount of discharge that can be normal. If you notice that you have a lot of
discharge, that it smells bad, or that it is a different color, there may be a medical reason. Have you ever been
to a gynecologist? This might be something you want to discuss with a doctor. Women can have different infections that need to be treated. The most common is a yeast infection. If you are sexually active you should
be screened for sexually transmitted infections (STIs). You can try wearing a panty liner instead of using toilet paper; it might be more comfortable. Also, try changing your personal hygiene routine: take showers not
baths; do not clean the inside of your vagina; and do not use any soaps or scents when cleaning the vagina.

Megan Savage,

Can you pee with a tampon in?
So the answer is YES! Yay!! If you take a look at the picture showing the vagina, you will see that
there’s more than just a vagina down below! Women actually have 3 holes. Starting from front to back:
Urethra – where you pee!
Vagina – where the tampon goes when you
have your period (aka menstruation or cycle)
Anus – where you poop!
You also have the clitoris, which is directly above the urethra. The clitoris has lots
of nerve-endings (nearly 8000!) and can be super sensitive (in a good way).
Finally, there are the labia majora and labia minora, which are usually referred to as the outer and inner “lips”
Cynthia Grady, M.D. of the vagina. They are all shapes and sizes depending upon the individual and cover the opening of the vagina.
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